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Author's response to reviews:

From:
Dr. A. Paula Simoes-Wust
Paracelsus Hospital
Bergstrasse 16
CH-8805 Richterswil
Switzerland

To:
Emma Parkin
Associate Editor
BMC-series journals

Manuscript 1883130944120725, formatting changes

Richterswil, May 10th, 2007

Dear Ms. Parkin,

Thank you very much for your e-mail from the 3th of May enclosing the final decision letter concerning our manuscript entitled Mistletoe lectin is not the only cytotoxic component in fermented preparations of Viscum album from white fir (Abies pectinata)’. It is very rewarding for us to know that in principle our paper is accepted for publication at the BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine.

The following changes were made in response to requests of the BioMed Central Editorial Production Team:
. The keywords were deleted.
. All highlighting were removed.
. The subsections of the Abstracts are now indicated.
. The previous text concerning Competing interests was moved into Acknowledgments and the existing Competing interests are now declared.
. The heading "Figure legends" was introduced.
. The figure numbers were removed from the figure files.
. Legends and figures titles appear now immediately after the reference list in the text file.
. Author’s contribution was corrected into Author’s contributions.
In addition, the following correction was performed: on p. 7 second line from the bottom, MFM-223 was changed into KPL-1.

We believe that this final version of our manuscript fully answers the questions raised and are thanking you in advance.

Yours sincerely,

A. Paula Simoes-Wust